I
INTRODUCTION

James Madison explained in the Federalist Papers the necessity of providing legal mechanisms to guard against the abuse of governmental power:

If men were angels, no government would be necessary. If angels were to govern men, neither external nor internal controls on government would be necessary. In framing a government which is to be administered by men over men, the great difficulty lies in this: you must first enable the government to control the governed; and in the next place oblige it to control itself. A dependence on the people is, no doubt, the primary control on the government; but experience has taught mankind the necessity of auxiliary precautions.¹

More than two hundred years after Madison’s admonition, the independent counsel statute² is a prominent example of a statutory “auxiliary precaution” designed to curb abuses of power by a President. The statute attempts to accommodate two related interests: (1) avoiding the inherent conflict of interest that arises when a prosecutor investigating the President is controlled by the President, and (2) deterring the use of presidential power to commit crimes. As Madison would understand, an assessment of the independent counsel statute and its future ultimately must reconcile the related questions of conflict of interest and the balance of power.

The primary impetus for our nation’s first independent counsel statute was the firing of then-Watergate Special Prosecutor Archibald Cox in 1973 by President Nixon. Mr. Cox had been appointed to investigate a potential abuse of presidential power—the Watergate scandal—by President Nixon’s Attorney General, Elliott Richardson. Mr. Cox pressed his investigation and issued a subpoena for White House tape recordings and other records. President Nixon took advantage of the inherent conflict of interest that then existed in the law by ordering Attorney General Richardson to remove Mr. Cox from office. Rather than carry out the order, both Attorney General Richardson and his deputy, William Ruckelshaus, resigned. Their resignations and the eventual

firing of Mr. Cox by Solicitor General Robert Bork later came to be known as the “Saturday Night Massacre.” Although legally permissible at the time, the decision by President Nixon to fire Mr. Cox was seen by many as a threat to our system of justice. Cox’s termination led to congressional hearings and the consequent political pressure on President Nixon that forced him to appoint another special prosecutor, Leon Jaworski, whose investigation ultimately led to impeachment proceedings against President Nixon.3

The serious disruption to the country and the breach of public trust caused by the Watergate scandal led Congress to conclude that the federal government ought to establish a new process for investigating and prosecuting high-level government officials. In 1978, Congress established an “auxiliary precaution,” or legal mechanism, for the appointment of a special outside prosecutor who would be selected by a special court and who could be fired only for good cause or disability.4 The goal of the statute was to improve public trust in government by ensuring fair and impartial criminal proceedings when an administration investigates its own senior officials.5

The 1978 law—the foundation for today’s independent counsel statute—was enacted notwithstanding constitutional concerns expressed by many Republicans in Congress, including me,6 and was given a life of five years.7 In 1983 and 1987, it was reenacted,8 each time for another five years, each time with several amendments,9 and each time notwithstanding the concerns of many conservative Members of Congress.10 In 1992, the statute lapsed11 but, at the in-

5. See H.R. CONF. REP. NO. 95-1756, at 78-79 (1978), reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4381, 4394-95 (explaining that because a special prosecutor’s tenure of office extends “only until completion of the investigation or prosecution he was appointed to handle,” this will ensure “independence of judgment”); S. REP. NO. 95-170, at 73 (1978), reprinted in 1978 U.S.C.C.A.N. 4217, 4289 (noting that “this chapter has identified certain positions, the holders of which have such a relationship to the Attorney General and the President that there is a conflict of interest or the appearance thereof if the Department of Justice conducts a criminal investigation of an individual [holding one of these positions]”).
6. See, e.g., 123 CONG. REC. 20,969-72 (1977) (statement of Sen. Hatch); id. at 20,970 (statement of Sen. Scott); id. at 20,996, 21,004 (statement of Sen. Baker). Note that despite my constitutional reservations, I did vote in favor of the Senate bill. See id. at 21,007.
sistence of President Clinton, \(^{11}\) was reenacted for another five years, \(^{12}\) again with many amendments \(^{13}\) and, yet again, notwithstanding the concerns of many Republican Members. \(^{14}\) The current statute is due to expire on June 30, 1999, but its expiration will not affect any independent counsel investigations that are ongoing on that date. \(^{15}\)

The current statute, the Independent Counsel Reauthorization Act of 1994 (the “Act”), as in pre-1978 law, allows the Attorney General to conduct a preliminary investigation into alleged criminal acts by the President and other high-level administration officials. \(^{16}\) Because the President, who appoints (and may remove) the Attorney General, may still have some influence over the start of the investigation, some conflict of interest still exists. Furthermore, the Act follows pre-1978 law by permitting Congress to exert political pressure to combat the effects of a conflict of interest. The House and Senate Judiciary Committees may ask the Attorney General to initiate a preliminary investigation, and, if the Attorney General removes an independent counsel, he must report to these committees the reasons for such removal. \(^{17}\)

The Act, however, shifts the focus of the political pressure that Congress may exert from the President, who is more vulnerable to political pressure, to the Attorney General, who is less vulnerable to political pressure. In addition, the Act differs substantially from pre-1978 law by requiring that a panel of
three life-tenured federal judges, instead of the President, select an independent counsel. Thus, the Act significantly reduces the conflict of interest inherent when the President, or his Attorney General, selects the prosecutor of the President or other high-level executive officials. Finally, the Act protects the independent counsel, once appointed, from influence by the President by providing that an independent counsel is removable only for cause or disability and by providing that the Attorney General does not control the independent counsel’s budget. This was an attempt to avoid the conflict of interest that President Nixon exploited when firing Archibald Cox by making the independent counsel unaccountable to the President. These protections also shifted the balance of power by decreasing the ability of the President to control an investigation and by transferring some of that power to a new independent counsel. Thus, the Act made substantial changes in the potential for conflict of interest and in the balance of power that existed prior to 1978.

Notwithstanding these changes, one can certainly argue that the independent counsel statute has done little to improve public trust in our system of justice. Indeed, some would argue that the law has weakened our trust in government. Critics fault the law for its alleged distortion of the prosecutorial decisionmaking process: Independent counsels have unlimited budgets, do not have to account for competing resource demands of general prosecutorial jurisdiction, and cannot be removed except under limited circumstances. Other critics argue that the statute is unenforceable if an Attorney General chooses not to comply with it, because the Attorney General’s decision not to request an independent counsel is not subject to judicial review.

Despite the divergence of opinion regarding the Act, it appears there is a growing public consensus that the Act is genuinely and seriously flawed. Whether these flaws can be corrected, much less whether the law will be reauthorized when it expires, is in serious doubt. At this point, even some of the law’s historic champions have questioned whether it is possible to muster a coalition to reenact the statute. The Washington Post recently captured this...
sentiment when it commented, “[A]t this stage, the law has almost no constitu-
ency.”

II

PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE WITH THE OPERATION OF THE STATUTE: THE 1996
CAMPAIGN FINANCE SCANDAL

Two major conclusions emerge from an assessment of the independent
counsel statute’s controversial twenty-year life span: First, an inherent conflict
of interest still exists in the conduct of the preliminary investigation and the de-
cision whether to request the appointment of an independent counsel. Second,
this inherent conflict negates the ultimate effectiveness of any investigation of
the President or other high-level officials.

Under the Act, the Attorney General, who serves at the pleasure of the
President, conducts the preliminary investigation and has the sole, unreview-
able power to request, or not to request, the appointment of an independent
counsel. Thus, while the President has no direct influence over an independ-
et counsel that has been appointed, he still has indirect influence over whether
the appointment is made in the first place. Furthermore, under pre-1978 law,
Congress could offset the effects of a conflict of interest by focusing its political
power on an appointing authority (the President) who was directly accountable
to the people and thus vulnerable to political pressure from Congress. Under
current law, Congress has a less effective mechanism to offset a conflict of in-
terest because it must focus its political pressure on an appointing authority
(the Attorney General) who is not directly accountable to the people and thus
is far less vulnerable to political pressure from Congress.

This shift in the focus of political pressure from the President to the A ttorney
General subjects the process to a new and more sophisticated type of
abuse. The Attorney General, who is not directly accountable to the people,
controls the preliminary stage of the investigation and the decision to request
an independent counsel. If the Attorney General delays or decides not to re-
quest an independent counsel, he also could deflect unintentionally any public

ABA’s original endorsement of the provisions have not abated, and that the provisions are essential
both for the reality of a fair administration of justice and for its appearance. Thus, in our view, it is
imperative that Congress reauthorize the independent counsel [act] . . . [without] a sunset provi-
sion . . . .”), with A MERICAN B AR A SS’N, R EPORT N O. 116A , at 3 (F eb. 1999) (stating that “on bal-
ance, the operation of public and political forces are sufficient, along with the current statutes and
regulations which allow the Attorney General to appoint a Special Counsel in appropriate circum-
stances, to ensure the public confidence in federal law enforcement efforts directed at high ranking
government officials. We conclude, therefore, that the Act should be permitted to expire and should
not be renewed.”).

24. See 28 U .S.C. § 592(f) (1994) (“The Attorney General’s determination under this chapter to apply . . . for the appointment of an independent counsel shall not be reviewable in any court.”); M or-
rison v. Olson, 487 U. S. 654, 695 (1988) (explaining that “the courts are specifically prevented from
reviewing the Attorney General’s decision not to seek appointment [of an independent counsel]”)
(citing 28 U .S.C. § 592(f)).
criticism for such delay or decision from the President, who does not make the appointment decision.

In no case are the Act’s shortcomings more clearly illustrated than by the current campaign finance scandal. For nearly two years, the Attorney General has refused to do what the law compels: to appoint an independent counsel to investigate allegations of campaign finance abuses by the 1996 Clinton-Gore reelection campaign, the Administration, and the Democratic National Committee.26 Attorney General Janet Reno has followed this course despite the conclusions of both the FBI Director Louis Freeh and her handpicked special investigator, Charles LaBella,27 that any criminal investigation by the Attorney General would be plagued by either a potential or an actual political conflict of interest.28

Under the Act, the Attorney General must apply to the Special Division of the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit for the appointment of an independent counsel whenever (1) after completion of a preliminary investigation, the Attorney General “determines that there are reasonable grounds to believe that further investigation is warranted” regarding whether certain high-ranking executive branch officials29 may have violated federal criminal law30 or (2) after the expiration of the ninety-day preliminary investigation period (or any judicially granted extension thereof), the Attorney General has not notified the Special Division that “there are no reasonable

27. LaBella resigned as head of the Justice Department’s campaign finance task force in the spring of 1998 to become interim United States Attorney for the Southern District of California. See David Johnston, New Leader for Finance Inquiry, N.Y. TIMES, June 6, 1998, at A9 (reporting Attorney General Reno’s announcement of LaBella’s replacement as head of task force and his imminent departure). LaBella also resigned from the position of Interim U.S. Attorney after the Attorney General stated she was planning to have him replaced with another prosecutor as U.S. Attorney. See Tony Perry, LaBella to Resign as Interim U.S. Attorney, L.A. TIMES, Feb. 3, 1999, at A3.
29. The Act states that it applies to (1) the President and Vice President; (2) any individual serving in [level III of the Executive Schedule]; (3) any individual working in the Executive Office of the President who is compensated . . . at or above [the pay rate of] level II of the Executive Schedule . . . ; (4) any Assistant Attorney General and any individual working in the Department of Justice who is compensated . . . at or above [the pay rate of] level III of the Executive Schedule . . . ; (5) the Director of Central Intelligence, the Deputy Director of Central Intelligence, and the Commissioner of Internal Revenue; (6) the chairman and treasurer of the principal national campaign committee seeking the election or reelection of the President, and any officer of that committee exercising authority at the national level, during the incumbency of the President; and (7) any individual who held an office or position described [above] . . . for 1 year after leaving the office or position.
grounds to believe that further investigation is warranted." 31  If an independent counsel subsequently determines that a crime actually has been committed, he will prosecute that crime in court. 32  The Attorney General also must determine, with respect to lower-ranking executive officials, whether a conflict of interest would result from her investigation. 33  If so, she may seek the appointment of an independent counsel. 34

A ttorney General Reno, however, has interpreted the Act in a manner inconsistent with its text and intent.  First, she has interpreted the Act to require evidence not that a high-level official "may have" committed a crime, but that the official actually did commit a crime. 35  Thus, a large portion of the investigation that was intended to be conducted by the independent counsel was instead conducted by the Attorney General.  Second, the Attorney General, who before the campaign finance scandal acknowledged that an "apparent" conflict of interest would be sufficient to seek an independent counsel for lower-level officials, now takes the position that an "actual" conflict of interest is required. 36

These subtle and unreviewable changes in applying the standards set forth in the Act have expanded dramatically the scope of the preliminary investigation controlled by the Attorney General.  Attorney General Reno's interpretation of the Act, therefore, has greatly expanded precisely the type of conflict of interest the Act was designed to prevent.

Numerous individual investigations are being handled by a campaign finance task force created by the Attorney General.  Yet the task force reportedly has never conducted an investigation or inquiry into the campaign finance matter as a whole to determine if there exists specific and credible information

31.  See id. § 592(c)(1)(B).
32.  See id. § 594.
33.  See id. § 591(c)(1).
34.  See id.
36.  Attorney General Reno’s interpretation of the independent counsel statute has undergone a remarkable transformation between her first year in office and the beginning of President Clinton’s second term.  Compare Hearing Before the Senate Comm. on Gov’t Affairs, on S. 24, to Reauthorize the Independent Counsel Law for an Additional 5 Years, and for Other Purposes, 103d Cong., 27 (1993) (statement of Attorney General Reno that "[t]he Independent Counsel Act was designed to avoid even the appearance of impropriety in the consideration of allegations of misconduct by high-level Executive Branch officials, and to prevent either actual or perceived conflicts of interests"); with Letter from Janet Reno, Attorney General of the United States, to Orrin G. Hatch, Chairman, United States Senate, Committee on the Judiciary 3 (Apr. 14, 1997) (on file with the Senate Committee on the Judiciary) ("The Congress has made it very clear that [the discretionary] provision [of the independent counsel statute] should be invoked only in certain narrow circumstances.  Under the Act, I must conclude that there is a potential for an actual conflict of interest, rather than merely an appearance of a conflict of interest.").
that would require the Attorney General to request an independent counsel. 37 Indeed, as has been reported, the task force utilizes a higher threshold of evidence when evaluating allegations that may implicate the Act or White House personnel. 38 Repeated inquiries and heightened political pressure by Congress on the Attorney General have proven futile in combating the inherent conflict of interest that exists.

Experience with the Act has shown that Congress’s most effective pre-1978 weapon to combat the conflict of interest—political pressure—has little effect on the Attorney General who, unlike the President, is not directly accountable to the people. Of what value is the independent counsel statute if the Attorney General, either through misapplication or disregard, fails to comply with it? And how can Congress address the flaw without making the statute unconstitutional? These are just a few of the important questions being asked in the 106th Congress.

III

POSSIBLE REFORMS TO THE CURRENT INDEPENDENT COUNSEL MECHANISM

If Congress decides to reform the independent counsel statute, Congress should consider carefully the impact of any suggested reform on the inherent conflict of interest in a President controlling an investigation of himself and on the balance of power between the independent counsel and the President.

A. Conflict of Interest

Whenever the Justice Department investigates executive branch misconduct, reformers argue that there must be “statutory guidelines that strictly channel the discretion of the Attorney General in the triggering process.” 39 Congress should examine whether the Attorney General’s role in making the decision to request an independent counsel should be narrowed or expanded and what impact this would have on the conflict of interest. The Act currently requires the Attorney General to request the appointment of an independent

37. See Schmidt & Suro, supra note 35 (reporting that Justice Department task force members “operated under a ‘bottom up’ strategy”); Suro, supra note 35 (quoting Attorney General Reno as saying “I think it is important, when there is an investigation underway, to do it not in terms of some big blob but in terms of the evidence and the law”). Unlike the Justice Department’s disjointed investigation, Congress has conducted several wide-ranging inquiries, examining many elements of the scandal as parts of a larger pattern of wrongdoing. See INVESTIGATION OF ILLEGAL OR IMPROPER ACTIVITIES IN CONNECTION WITH 1996 FEDERAL ELECTION CAMPAIGNS: FINAL REPORT OF THE SENATE COMM. ON GOVT’L AFFAIRS, S. REP. NO. 105-167 (1998) (6 volumes); INVESTIGATION OF THE CONVERSION OF THE $1.7 MILLION CENTRALIZED WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER SYSTEM, KNOWN AS THE WHITE HOUSE DATABASE, AND RELATED MATTERS: FIFTH REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM AND OVERSIGHT, H.R. REP. NO. 105-828 (1998); INVESTIGATION OF POLITICAL FUNDRAISING IMPROPRIETIES AND POSSIBLE VIOLATIONS OF LAW: INTERIM REPORT; SIXTH REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENT REFORM AND OVERSIGHT, H.R. REP. NO. 105-829 (1998) (4 volumes).

38. See Schmidt & Suro, supra note 35.

counsel unless she concludes that there are no reasonable grounds to warrant further investigation. Under this standard, it is difficult to avoid triggering the Act (unless the Attorney General patently refuses to follow it), not only because of the exacting demands in proving a negative, but also because in her preliminary investigation the Attorney General lacks subpoena power, which could provide evidence that no reasonable grounds warranting further investigation exist.

On the one hand, Congress could decrease the Attorney General’s discretion in deciding whether to seek the appointment of an independent counsel, thus decreasing both the scope of the investigatory process over which the President would have influence and the inherent conflict of interest. The Act could be amended to include an automatic trigger that would require the Attorney General to request appointment of an independent counsel if the statutory standards are met (for example, requiring that the Attorney General request an independent counsel each time allegations of criminal misconduct against particular officials are received). Alternatively, the Director of the FBI or another law enforcement official could be authorized to make the request if the Attorney General refuses to comply with the statutory standards. However, if the Act is amended to make the trigger truly “automatic,” the political partisanship that already infects the process “could only multiply the investigations and the expense.”

On the other hand, Congress could increase the Attorney General’s discretion in requesting the appointment of an independent counsel, thus increasing both the scope of the investigatory process over which the President would have influence and the inherent conflict of interest. For example, if Congress effectively incorporated into the Act some of the fictitious criteria the Attorney General has established, the Attorney General less frequently would be bound to request the appointment of an independent counsel. The Attorney General then could consider legitimately subjective factors such as (1) the accused’s state of mind; (2) the prospect of conviction; (3) fairness to the accused; and (4) the interests of justice. For example, it has been argued that the independent counsel statute should require the Attorney General to request the appointment of an independent counsel only if she identifies an actual conflict of interest rather than merely an apparent conflict of interest. (This is effectively the standard the Attorney General is now applying.) Some reformers advocate raising this threshold for triggering the request for an independent counsel unless she concludes that there are no reasonable grounds to warrant further investigation. Under this standard, it is difficult to avoid triggering the Act (unless the Attorney General patently refuses to follow it), not only because of the exacting demands in proving a negative, but also because in her preliminary investigation the Attorney General lacks subpoena power, which could provide evidence that no reasonable grounds warranting further investigation exist.

On the one hand, Congress could decrease the Attorney General’s discretion in deciding whether to seek the appointment of an independent counsel, thus decreasing both the scope of the investigatory process over which the President would have influence and the inherent conflict of interest. The Act could be amended to include an automatic trigger that would require the Attorney General to request appointment of an independent counsel if the statutory standards are met (for example, requiring that the Attorney General request an independent counsel each time allegations of criminal misconduct against particular officials are received). Alternatively, the Director of the FBI or another law enforcement official could be authorized to make the request if the Attorney General refuses to comply with the statutory standards. However, if the Act is amended to make the trigger truly “automatic,” the political partisanship that already infects the process “could only multiply the investigations and the expense.”

On the other hand, Congress could increase the Attorney General’s discretion in requesting the appointment of an independent counsel, thus increasing both the scope of the investigatory process over which the President would have influence and the inherent conflict of interest. For example, if Congress effectively incorporated into the Act some of the fictitious criteria the Attorney General has established, the Attorney General less frequently would be bound to request the appointment of an independent counsel. The Attorney General then could consider legitimately subjective factors such as (1) the accused’s state of mind; (2) the prospect of conviction; (3) fairness to the accused; and (4) the interests of justice. For example, it has been argued that the independent counsel statute should require the Attorney General to request the appointment of an independent counsel only if she identifies an actual conflict of interest rather than merely an apparent conflict of interest. (This is effectively the standard the Attorney General is now applying.) Some reformers advocate raising this threshold for triggering the request for an independent counsel unless she concludes that there are no reasonable grounds to warrant further investigation. Under this standard, it is difficult to avoid triggering the Act (unless the Attorney General patently refuses to follow it), not only because of the exacting demands in proving a negative, but also because in her preliminary investigation the Attorney General lacks subpoena power, which could provide evidence that no reasonable grounds warranting further investigation exist.

44. See Harriger, supra note 39, at 2116.
45. See id.
46. See id.
47. See id.
counsel from "information sufficient to constitute grounds to investigate whether any [covered officer] may have violated any federal criminal law" to an actual violation of the federal criminal law or as high as clear and convincing evidence. (Attorney General Reno also appears to have applied the actual violation standard to justify her decision not to seek appointment of a campaign finance independent counsel.) While it might be appropriate for Congress to consider these modifications to the Act, the Attorney General's current unilateral creation and imposition of such modifications exacerbates the very conflict of interest that the Act was designed to prevent.

Some reformers also have proposed repealing the provision that allows a majority of the House or Senate Judiciary Committee to file a written request that the Attorney General seek the appointment of an independent counsel and that mandates a written explanation for a decision not to do so. It is argued that eliminating this provision would remove the temptation to politicize the process. This proposal, however, would deprive Congress of its very limited power to combat the conflict of interest that exists when the President can influence a portion of the investigatory process.

B. Balance of Power

Intimately related to the conflict of interest issue and the reforms that affect it is the balance of power between the independent counsel and the President. The Act shifted the pre-1978 balance of power by decreasing the power of the President over investigations and by increasing the power of the former special prosecutor. Unlike other executive branch officials, who are removable by the President at will, an independent counsel may be removed only for cause.

On the one hand, this may be a good thing: After all, the whole point of having an independent counsel is to have an investigator of high-level public corruption whom the President cannot control. On the other hand, it runs contrary to


50. See Harriger, supra note 39, at 2115-16.

51. The unitary nature of the executive power makes the President ultimately responsible to the people for all activities of the executive branch; one of his principal means of control over the executive branch is his power to remove its officers. See Bowsher v. Synar, 478 U.S. 714, 722 (1986) (explaining that "[t]he Constitution does not contemplate an active role for Congress in the supervision of officers charged with the execution of the laws it enacts"); Humphrey's Executor v. United States, 295 U.S. 602, 627-28 (1935) ("The actual decision in the Myers case finds support in the theory that such an officer is merely one of the units in the executive department and, hence, inherently subject to the exclusive and illimitable power of removal by the Chief Executive, whose subordinate and aid he is. . . . [T]he necessary reach of the decision goes far enough to include all purely executive officers."); Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 132 (1926) (arguing that because he is "[m]ade responsible under the Constitution for the effective enforcement of the law, the President needs as an indispensable aid to meet [this responsibility] the disciplinary influence upon those who act under him of a reserve power of removal").

the American system of a unitary executive, as well as to the separation of powers doctrine, to have an executive branch official who is not accountable to the President.53

Recently, a commentator astutely summarized the effect that a powerful and unaccountable independent counsel has on the powers of the President. Citing President Clinton’s practice of litigating matters likely to create precedents unfavorable for the institution of the presidency, this writer argued, “A weakened president has become . . . a cost of having the law.”54 Indeed, Justice Scalia, in his thoughtful and prescient dissent in Morrison v. Olson, noted that some threats to our constitutional government—like the independent counsel statute—come “clad, so to speak, in sheep’s clothing . . . [b]ut this wolf [the powerful and unaccountable independent counsel] comes as a wolf.”55

Accordingly, a fundamental question policymakers must ask before attempting to fix the Act is whether having a truly independent prosecutor is worth the perceived dilution of the President’s powers. In short, does society prefer a weakened President, with all the attendant threats to our constitutional government, or a President who cannot be easily investigated?

If Congress wants to strengthen the power of the presidency while maintaining the Act, it could revise how independent counsels are selected or simply narrow the power of the independent counsel. One suggested reform would have the Special Division of the court select the independent counsel from a list of candidates submitted by the Attorney General. Conversely, the Attorney General could be required to select an independent counsel from a list submitted by the Special Division of the court. The Attorney General and the Justice Department may be less inclined to view an independent counsel as an institutional or political threat if they have notice of the lawyers likely to be appointed.

Congress could limit the independent counsel’s powers by restricting the number of officers or crimes covered by the Act, the number of investigations, the time periods subject to investigation, the budget of the independent counsel, or the independent counsel’s power to report investigative material. For example, the Act could be amended to cover only the President, Vice President, and perhaps the Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, Secretary of the Treasury, and the Attorney General.56 Another proposal would define the cov-

---

55. 487 U.S. at 699 (Scalia, J., dissenting).
56. A recommendation with broad support, including that of Archibald Cox, is to require that an independent counsel withdraw from private law practice. In essence, the Office of the Independent Counsel would be a full-time job, thus giving the independent counsel an incentive to wrap up an investigation. See, e.g., Beth Nolan, Removing Conflicts from the Administration of Justice: Conflicts of Interest and Independent Counsels Under the Ethics in Government Act, 79 GEO. L.J. 1, 35-36 (1990) (arguing that “if independent counsels are to fulfill their mission of serving the public interest, of main-
ered officers more generally. See Katy J. Harriger, Independent Justice: The Federal Special Prosecutor in American Politics 208-10 (1992) (defining two groups of persons subject to independent counsel investigations: (1) “those who bear ultimate responsibility for law enforcement and to whom [Justice Department] investigators must ultimately answer”; and (2) “individuals . . . who have close personal relationships” with members of the first group).


59 Senator Carl Levin (D-Mich.), a long-time advocate of the Act, supports this proposal. See Lewis, supra note 41.

60 See Harriger, supra note 39, at 2115-16.

61 See Eastland, supra note 43, at 121.

62 A criticism of the current Act is that independent counsel operations are funded through what is called a “permanent indefinite appropriation.” A ct of Dec. 22, 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-202, § 101(a), 101 Stat. 1329, 1329-9 (establishing as part of Fiscal Year 1988 continuing appropriations “a permanent indefinite appropriation . . . within the Department of Justice to pay all necessary expenses of investigations and prosecutions by independent counsel appointed pursuant to [28 U.S.C. §§ 591-599]”) (emphasis added).

63 See Lewis, supra note 41, at 1.
Finally, Congress could restrict the power of an independent counsel to publicly harm the targets of his investigation. The current process ensures that the public is aware from the beginning that a covered person is being investigated, a result that is practically inevitable when the Department of Justice must go to court to have a new independent counsel appointed for each investigation. The current statute puts the independent counsel and his target in the spotlight from the outset. But many of these investigations ultimately turn up nothing. In the meantime, the reputation of the investigated party can be frequently and indelibly harmed. Few who followed the investigations of Raymond Donovan, Secretary of Labor under President Reagan, will forget what he said after a federal independent counsel investigation determined that allegations of organized-crime connections were not prosecutable and after a New York state jury acquitted him on similar charges of corruption: “Which office do I go to to get my reputation back?”

Arguably, the continual imposition of such costs for allegations of misconduct will deprive the nation of many fine public servants. Some commentators argue that an independent counsel should have no greater power to “speak” than ordinary prosecutors. As a result, they urge that an independent counsel should either indict or not indict but should not have either the power or duty to issue a report.

IV

ALTERNATIVES TO THE INDEPENDENT COUNSEL MECHANISM

A. Create Within the Federal Government a Permanent Office of the Independent Counsel, Office of Public Prosecutor, or Office of Special Counsel

Both former Senator Howard Baker (R-Tenn.) and former President Gerald Ford had, at one point, supported the concept of a permanent independent counsel. A permanent independent counsel patterned on the Baker-Ford model, like any other principal officer of the United States, would be appointed by the President by and with the advice and consent of the Senate and be subject to removal by the President at will. The advantages of a permanent inde-
pendent counsel office would, its proponents claim, include (1) broader prosecutorial perspective, thus eliminating the disproportionate focus that jurisdiction over only one matter produces; (2) institutional memory and history, which would presumably provide a source of precedent and guidance; (3) a careerist mentality that would reduce the tendency toward overzealous investigations; and (4) the power to control the initiation of any investigation—preliminary or otherwise.67

On the one hand, this proposal would increase the conflict of interest by giving the President the power to remove the independent counsel. However, Congress could offset much of the President's power to remove with political pressure, as it did in the Watergate scandal. On the other hand, the proposal would decrease the conflict of interest by allowing the independent counsel, instead of the Attorney General, to control the investigation from the beginning.

B. Make the Independent Counsel Temporary, but Answerable Directly to the President

Another proposal would allow, “[w]hen the public interest requires, the President [to] appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, a Special Counsel to investigate and prosecute matters within the jurisdiction assigned by the President.”68 Thus, unlike a permanent office, the ad hoc nature of the office would be retained, but would be subject to standard presidential appointment procedures for superior constitutional officers. Essentially, the independent counsel would become a temporary distinct executive department, answerable directly to the President through its head. In one advocate’s view,

[clarifying the role of the President in [this] manner . . . would expedite, depoliticize, and enhance the credibility and effectiveness of special counsel investigations; and ensure that the Congress alone is directly responsible for overseeing the conduct of the President of the United States and determining, in the first instance, whether his conduct warrants a public sanction.69

A decision to deny the appointment would rest completely with the President. This proposal could be applied retroactively to allow President Clinton to appoint an independent counsel to investigate the campaign finance matter. After all, if the Attorney General’s interpretation of the current independent counsel statute—in her reasoning—precluded appointment of an independent counsel, there is no reason why President Clinton, were this option made available to him, should not avail himself, the Justice Department, and the public of

67. See Niles L. Godes & Ty E. Howard, Independent Counsel Investigations, 35 A.M. CRIM. L. REV. 875, 896-897 (1998); Cass R. Sunstein, Bad Incentives and Bad Institutions, 86 GEO. L. J. 2267, 2281 (1998) (proposing that the “simplest approach would be to establish an office within the Department of Justice, perhaps modelled [sic] on the FBI, and entrusted with several sensitive jobs, including that of investigating reports of illegality involving a small band of officials: the President, the Vice President, and the Attorney General”); see also EASTLAND, supra note 43, at 131; Abe David Lowell, A Permanent Special Prosecutor, LEGAL TIMES, Feb. 23, 1998, at 30 (discussing the advantages of a permanent special prosecutor).
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the Act’s benefits. This proposal also would clearly pass constitutional muster because the President would have the power to appoint and remove the independent counsel and the Senate would have the power to confirm the nominee.

On the one hand, this proposal would increase the conflict of interest by increasing the President’s control over the investigatory process. On the other hand, the proposal would increase substantially Congress’s ability to combat the effects of that conflict of interest by shifting the focus of political pressure from the Attorney General to the President, an official directly accountable to the people.

C. Allow the Independent Counsel Statute to Expire

The proposal with growing support would allow the independent counsel statute to expire, thus restoring the pre-1978 conflict of interest and balance of power. The reasoning underlying this proposal is that the Act’s problems outweigh its benefits and that regular Justice Department prosecutors can impartially investigate and prosecute high-level executive branch misconduct. If a genuine conflict of interest prevents such action, the Attorney General still could appoint a special prosecutor to work within the Justice Department or Congress could effectively wield its oversight, appropriations, and impeachment powers.

Ironically, in the campaign finance matter, Attorney General Reno effectively has argued that the Act, as she interprets it, prevents her from seeking the appointment of an independent counsel. Arguably, the existence of the independent counsel statute and Attorney General Reno’s curious interpretation of it have combined to thwart a truly independent investigation. If, by contrast, there were no independent counsel statute, the President and the Attorney General would have the legal authority to appoint a special prosecutor to investigate the campaign finance matter, and a special prosecutor likely would have been appointed long ago due to congressional pressure.

On the one hand, this proposal would create a greater conflict of interest, because the President would have more influence over the investigatory process. On the other hand, Congress could, as it did in the Watergate scandal,
place substantial pressure on the President, who is far more vulnerable to such pressure than is the Attorney General. There would be an increased conflict of interest, but a more powerful weapon to combat its effects.

D. Allow the President to Appoint the Independent Counsel

One attractive alternative that has been discussed in the Senate would seek to increase the pressure on the President to appoint an independent counsel in appropriate cases. This alternative would authorize the President to appoint, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, an outside independent counsel. Moreover, it would authorize the President, in consultation with the outside counsel, to determine the jurisdiction of the counsel.

This is not a new and untested idea. There is a century-old tradition in the United States of presidential appointment of prosecutors from outside the Justice Department to investigate and prosecute high-ranking executive branch officials and close associates of the President. In 1924, for example, President Coolidge appointed, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, two special prosecutors from outside the Justice Department to investigate the Teapot Dome scandal. These special prosecutors successfully investigated the Secretary of the Interior and obtained a conviction for bribery.

On the one hand, this alternative would include a greater conflict of interest, because the President would have more influence over the investigation and any prosecution. On the other hand, Congress could directly pressure the President, who would be solely responsible for the appointment decision. There would be an increased conflict of interest but a very powerful weapon to combat its effects.

V
CONCLUSION

At the core of the debate is a conundrum. To the extent that any prosecutor is accountable to the executive branch, there inevitably will be pressure not to investigate and prosecute aggressively scandals at the highest levels of government—an inherent conflict of interest. At the same time, the creation of a powerful and unaccountable prosecutor invites the specter of excessive investigation of dedicated public servants and weakens the presidency—a shift in the balance of power.

In crafting any legislative improvement over the current system, Congress should be mindful of Madison’s instruction:

A mbition must be made to counteract ambition. The interest of the man must be connected with the constitutional rights of the place. It may be a reflection on human
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nature that such devices should be necessary to control the abuses of government. 
But what is government but the greatest of all reflections on human nature? 74

Because experience has shown too clearly that men are not “angels,” we
must seek a solution that both inhibits the deleterious effects of a presidential
conflict of interest and maintains a workable and effective balance of power.
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